An RNA aptamer with high affinity and high specificity for the 5S RNA binding zinc finger proteins TFIIIA and p43.
The Xenopus zinc finger proteins TFIIIA and p43 bind to 5S RNA in immature oocytes to form 7S and 42S ribonucleoprotein storage particles. To probe the similarities and differences in the RNA binding domains of these two proteins, a library of random RNA molecules was enriched using TFIIIA as the bait protein. One of the abundant aptamers isolated, RNA22, bound to both TFIIIA and p43 derived zinc finger peptides with high affinity and specificity even though the predicted secondary structure of the RNA was unrelated to that of 5S RNA. The interactions of TFIIIA and p43 peptides with RNA22 were compared to their interactions with 5S RNA by characterizing the effects of assay conditions, mutations in RNA22, and mutations in the zinc finger proteins. The similarities and differences in the mechanisms by which these two zinc finger proteins interact with 5S RNA compared to RNA22 suggest they share a common platform for RNA binding with enough flexibility to form specific interactions with both RNAs.